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Abstract

Soft robotic devices have significant potential for medical device applications that warrant safe synergistic
interaction with humans. This article describes the optimization of an implantable soft robotic system for heart
failure whereby soft actuators wrapped around the ventricles are programmed to contract and relax in synchrony
with the beating heart. Elastic elements integrated in to the soft actuators provide recoiling function so as to aid
refilling during the diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle. Improved synchronization with the biological system is
achieved by incorporating the native ventricular pressure in to the control system to trigger assistance and
synchronize the device with the heart. A three-state electro-pneumatic valve configuration allows the actuators
to contract at different rates to vary contraction patterns. An in vivo study was performed to test three hypotheses relating to mechanical coupling and temporal synchronization of the actuators and heart. First, that
adhesion of the actuators to the ventricles improves cardiac output. Second, that there is a contraction–
relaxation ratio of the actuators which generates optimal cardiac output. Third, that the rate of actuator
contraction is a factor in cardiac output.
Keywords: soft actuation, direct cardiac compression, ventricular assist device, heart failure, robotic implant,
artificial muscle
technology is in assistive medical devices that warrant synergistic interaction with humans. Examples of this approach
include soft exosuits8,9 and rehabilitative devices.10,11
The majority of soft assistive devices have focused on
assisting limbs in wearable devices outside of the body. Soft
robotic devices have been proposed for cardiac assistance,12–14
and recently, we proposed a soft robotic implant that can
resuscitate and augment cardiac function15 based on a bioinspired soft actuated material.13 Such an approach may prove
to be a compelling alternative to current therapies for treating
heart failure (HF).

Introduction

S

oft-bodied robots made from low modulus materials
are an emerging technology gaining interest in the robotics
community.1,2 These devices are inherently compliant and
conformable, giving them many advantages over traditional
rigid robots. Devices made from compliant materials can be
designed for safe operation in environments with humans. For
example, researchers have developed soft surgical instrumentation3–5 and compliant robotic catheters that are intrinsically atraumatic.6,7 A compelling application of this robotic
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In HF, the heart cannot pump a sufficient blood flow to
meet the metabolic demands of the body. HF prevalence in
the United States is around 5.7 million people and around half
of those diagnosed will die within 5 years of diagnosis.16 The
total financial cost of HF in the United States is estimated at
$30.7 billion per year.16 For patients with advanced HF,
transplantation is widely accepted as an effective treatment,
but limited donor availability means that many patients will
die waiting for a donor heart.
Ventricular assist devices (VADs) provide a means of
unloading the heart by supplementing pumping function for
patients with advanced HF. The VADs in current clinical
practice work by extracting blood from the ventricles or great
vessels before pumping the blood back in to the aorta or
pulmonary artery so as to assist left or right ventricle function, respectively. VADs can be utilized either as a bridge to
transplantation or for permanent implantation in some cases.
The design of VADs has evolved considerably since their
very initial use in the 1960s. Nonetheless, clinically approved
VADs have largely been based on conventional mechanical
pump designs, with the most recent generation utilizing a
suspended impeller to provide continuous blood flow.17–19
Despite clinical uptake, VADs are associated with complications relating to the flow of blood over nonbiologic surfaces
which can cause coagulation of the blood and lead to stroke.20
To mitigate this problem, blood-thinning anticoagulants are
commonly prescribed in conjunction with VADs. However,
high dosages of anticoagulants can lead to internal bleeding
where the VAD has been installed.20
Direct cardiac compression devices (DCCs) are an alternative VAD design for augmenting blood flow. These devices assist cardiac function by externally massaging the heart.
Since they do not directly contact the blood, the need for
blood-thinning agents agents can potentially be avoided altogether along with the associated risks of impeller-based VADs.
A number of DCC designs have previously been investigated.20–25 Such designs are based on inflatable pneumatic
cuffs, which can invert the heart during actuation, and do not
provide biomimetic motion to match the native muscle
function. This motivated the development of a soft robotic
sleeve with integrated soft actuators that are oriented so as to
mimic the natural dynamics of the heart.12,15 The actuators
could be programmed to actuate in different modes to stimulate different sides of the heart, provide peristaltic-like
sequential contraction, and to provide combinations of contracting and twisting motions.
While DCC devices have demonstrated good ability to
compress the heart in the systolic contraction phase of the
cardiac cycle, less attention has been given to the diastolic
refilling phase. The ability of the ventricles to refill with
blood between each cycle is important for sustained cardiac
output. Diastole is an active relaxation process;26 the cardiac
muscles store elastic energy during the systolic contraction
phase and uncoil in the diastolic phase to cause rapid refilling
of the ventricles.27
While some DCC devices have been designed to conform
to the heart21 they have not been mechanically coupled in a
manner that allows traction forces to be applied during the
diastolic cardiac cycle phase to aid ventricle refilling. Vacuum is often used for adhering DCC devices to the heart at
the apical region;22,23 however, the vacuum is not applied
directly to the ventricle surfaces to aid diastolic function.
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Furthermore, previous research has not addressed the effect
of mechanical coupling between DCC devices and the heart
for either systolic or diastolic function.
Previous DCC devices have aimed to synchronize with the
heart using a pacemaker15 or by detecting the electrocardiogram signal on the heart.20,21,24,25 The former approach prevents the heart from adjusting to the metabolic requirements of
the body and can impede the heart function itself. The electrocardiogram signal triggering method can potentially suffer
from temporal variability depending on the condition of the
myocardium.28,29 Finally, irrespective of the triggering methodologies used, previous studies have not considered the optimal synchronization between DCC devices and the heart.
Here we present a modular soft robotic implant for HF that
incorporates a series of features to promote diastolic function and temporal synchronization with the native heart. We
propose actuators with recoiling ability and a method by
which they can be coupled to the heart. This enables enhanced blood refilling during the diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle. Sensing of the real-time hemodynamics using a
pressure catheter is used to control and synchronize the device with the natural heart rhythm, forgoing the need for
a pacemaker or electrocardiogram triggering methods.
We investigated the intrinsic performance of the soft robotic
implant in terms of contraction ability and temporal response.
An in vivo study was performed to test three hypotheses relating to mechanical coupling and temporal synchronization of
the actuators and heart. First, that adhesion of the actuators to
the ventricles augments cardiac output. Second, that there is a
contraction–relaxation ratio of the soft actuators which generates optimal cardiac output. Third, that the rate of actuator
contraction is a factor in determining cardiac output.
Implantable Soft Actuators and Control System

We adopt individual McKibben-based actuators to assist
the native heart muscle. McKibben actuators are composed of
an inflatable bladder placed within a mesh: when the bladder
is pressurized, the mesh contracts linearly and expands radially30 (Fig. 1).
Our previous work12,13,15 incorporated multiple actuators
in to a sleeve that is wrapped around the heart. In this study,
we use individual McKibben actuators that are wrapped
around the heart ventricles (shown in Fig. 1). This approach
allows the surgeon to systematically position and orient the
actuator on the ventricle which allows control over the device
placement in vivo. The surgeon can choose how many actuators are placed and the size of each can be specified to
account for variability between hearts. This also enables an
actuator to be placed away from important structures such as
the coronary vessels or in regions that might impair function
of the valves. The overall size and weight of the implant is
also minimized which may allow improved refilling during
the diastolic phase.
The McKibben-based actuator design incorporates a pliable
wire within the bladder. The ductility of the wire allows the
surgeon to individually bend each actuator to fit the shape of
the ventricle surface (Fig. 1). Matching the actuator profile to
that of the ventricle surface forgoes the need for overtightening
which could constrict the ventricle and impede refilling.
Conventional McKibben actuators can generate significant loads in contraction as a result of the bladder pressure.
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FIG. 1. (A) Front view of heart and placement of the actuators. (B) Section view of the heart showing the locations of
coupling bands that adhere to the ventricle surfaces (three per actuator and two near the septal region). (C) Photograph
showing a soft actuator configured in to a profile and its shape retained by the integrated ductile wire. (D) Shows a section
view of the contracted actuator with elastic sleeve and pliable wire within the bladder. Color images available online at
www.liebertpub.com/soro
However in relaxation, the force generated is much less and
largely determined by elastic energy stored in the actuator
mesh structure. In the diastolic relaxation phase of the cardiac
cycle, the heart muscles recoil so as to cause rapid refilling.27
To mimic and enhance this effect in an actuator, we incorporate
an elastic sleeve that is placed over the mesh so as to cir-

cumferentially stretch during contraction. When depressurized,
the elastic energy stored in the stretched sleeve is transferred
back to the actuator allowing it to recoil to a fully elongated
state (Fig. 2A).
The actuator inner bladders are fabricated from a thermoplastic elastomer (Stretchlon 200; Airtech International).

FIG. 2. (A) McKibben actuators with elastic sleeve in both relaxed and contracted states. (B) Underside view of the
control box plate with mounted hardware. (C) Schematic of the three-state valve system that allows pressure to be held
inside the actuators. (D) Pressure triggering control scheme for soft robotic implant. P, pressure; V, vacuum. Color images
available online at www.liebertpub.com/soro
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This is a 38 lm thick material that can be thermally bonded in
to a bladder using a heat press. The inner pliable wire is
adhered to the airline and is made to be less than 60% of the
length of the bladder so as not to cause rupture of the inner
bladder when contracted.
The elastic sleeve is manufactured from dipped rubber of
*250 lm in thickness. In addition to the elastic sleeve, we
adhere each actuator to the heart surface using elasticated
rubber bands (vessel loops, Medi-Loop; Medline) of
1.3 mm diameter that are tightly sutured to a point on the
ventricle. Like the elastic sleeve, the elastic coupling bands
can also stretch in systole and transmit stored elastic energy
back to the heart in diastole.
Triggering and control system

Achieving temporal synchronization between the actuators
and ventricle is essential for ensuring good augmentation of
cardiac function. We previously controlled this synchronization in an open loop manner, using a pacemaker to contract
the heart and provide an input to our control system.15 A
drawback to this approach is that use of the pacemaker can
interfere with the native cardiac synchronization and further
diminish contractility in the heart.
In this study, we propose a pressure catheter (Scisense;
Transonics, Inc.) inside the left ventricle (LV) to sense the
systolic phase of the cardiac cycle, allowing the control
system to trigger the actuators in sync with the native physiology. The signal from the pressure catheter is acquired by
the control system and a thresholding function is used to
trigger the actuators when the pressure rises 2 mmHg above
the diastolic baseline pressure.
A control box incorporates the electro-pneumatic hardware required to contract and relax the actuators (Fig. 2B).
We use a field programmable gate array integrated with
a real-time controller (cRIO 9030; National Instruments)
for the computational control of the actuators. Field effect
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transistor-based amplifiers are used to actuate a series or
pneumatic valves (NVKF333-5G-01T; SMC Corporation)
according to the controller output. The valves are arranged so
that the actuators can be subject to three conditions; inflation;
pressure hold; and deflation (Fig. 2C).
This three-state system allows for modulation of the contraction response time by altering the input flow rate and
valve opening time. A regulator is used to maintain the output
pressure at a preset, which is also controlled by the real-time
controller. A host PC can be connected to the control box, so
that variables (such as set-point pressure and actuation period) can be issued to the real-time controller. Similarly, data
are passed back to the host to provide a graphical user interface of the real-time data stream during experimentation.
Device Characterization
Pressure–contraction relationship

McKibben actuators have been extensively characterized
with respect to contraction ratio and force.12,13,15,31 We
performed characterization tests to study the effect of the
elastic sleeve in terms of the pressure–contraction relationship. McKibben actuators were coupled to a calibrated linear
potentiometer that measures contraction distance (Fig. 3A).
A pressure sensor (BSP000W; Balluff) was connected between
the pneumatic output from the control box and the actuator so
as to measure the instantaneous pressure in the actuator itself. A
data logging system (PowerLab; ADInstruments) running at
1 kHz was used to acquire the data. The control system was
commanded to apply a range of pressures from 0 to 45 psi in
1 psi increments. To illustrate the effect of the elastic sleeve on
contraction profile, we characterized 100 mm long actuators
with and without the elastic sleeve. These pressure–contraction
relationships are presented in Figure 3B.
It can be observed that the pressure–contraction relationship of the sleeveless actuator follows a nonlinear profile that
is comparable to other McKibben actuators reported in the

FIG. 3. (A) Shows the experimental setup for the characterization tests. (B) Shows the pressure–contraction relationships
for 100 mm long McKibben actuators with the elastic sleeve (blue) and without (gray). (C) Plot showing the fastest and
slowest contraction response allowed by the control system (valves change state at 0 s). (D) Plot showing the actuator
relaxation (valves change state at 0 s). Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/soro
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literature.13,31 The total contraction of the sleeveless design
at 45 psi was 29%. Greater contraction was observed with the
sleeved actuator (38% at 45 psi) since it is contracted from
a fully elongated state.
For the sleeved actuator, Figure 3 highlights that a pressure
threshold is required before significant contraction is observed
in the actuator. This is due to the nonlinear rubber modulus and
the nonlinear loading condition of the rubber. A greater pressure is required to achieve the same contraction as the
sleeveless actuator due to the additional energy that is required
to stretch the sleeve during pressurization. The improved
contraction function is significant for the proposed cardiac
application as it allows the ventricle wall to fully relax in the
diastolic phase and contract by a greater distance in systole.
Contraction rate

We performed an experiment to quantify the slowest and
fastest response times to achieve full contraction using a
sleeved 100 mm actuator (n = 6 runs). The actuator was
coupled to the calibrated linear potentiometer so that the
contraction length could be measured over time (setup shown
in Fig. 3). A second signal which indicated when the valve
system changed state was acquired simultaneously. To determine the slowest time to full contraction, the regulator was
configured to a pressure set point of 10 psi and the valve was
opened to enable pressurization. To determine the maximum
contraction time, we use the three-state valve system to
control the volume of air that is injected in to the actuator.
The regulator was configured to provide a maximum flow
rate (pressure set point of 45 psi), and the valve was opened
for a set time period of 45 ms (empirically determined) before
being shut off to achieve a pressurization of 10 psi. Finally,
when the actuator was pressurized at 10 psi, a vacuum of
-11.6 psi was applied to the actuator to quantify the relaxation time. The results are shown in Figure 3C, D.
The contraction-time profiles demonstrate that the contraction response time can be varied significantly through
different control methodologies. There is a latent contraction
time period in both cases due to the valve response time and
the minimum pressure threshold required to initiate contraction. In the linear region of the fastest actuator contraction
profile, a rate of 0.62% per ms (SD –0.040% per ms) was
attained, in the slowest profile the peak rate was 0.30% per ms
(SD –0.003% per ms). The overall response times to achieve
full contraction for the fastest and slowest profile were
120.3 ms (SD –2.1 ms) and 179.5 ms (SD –2.4 ms), respectively. In relaxation, the actuator returns to its fully elongated
state in 156.0 ms (SD –1.4 ms) and achieved a peak relaxation rate of 0.25% per ms (SD –0.001% per ms).
In Vivo Experiments

We carried out an in vivo porcine study (n = 1) to test three
hypotheses.


Hypothesis 1: mechanical coupling between the actuators and ventricle augments cardiac output.
 Hypothesis 2: there is an optimal systolic actuation time
period for the device for maximizing cardiac output and
diastolic function.
 Hypothesis 3: the rate of actuator contraction is a factor
in cardiac output.

5
In vivo study setup

We followed the 1996 guide for the care and use of laboratory animals as recommended by the US National Institute
of Health. The study was performed at the Boston Children’s
Hospital. Ethical approval for the experimental protocol was
granted through the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee. A general anesthetic was induced and mechanical ventilation used to support the swine throughout the
surgery. The swine (70 kg) was instrumented with pressure
monitoring transducers (SurgiVet; Smiths Medical PM,
Inc.) that were located in the left atrium, aorta, pulmonary
artery, and right ventricle. A pressure sensor catheter (Scisense; Transonics, Inc.) was placed in the LV, and flow probes
(TS420; Transonics, Inc.) were placed on the pulmonary artery
and aorta to acquire the blood flow rate through these vessels.
A multichannel data measurement system (PowerLab; AD
Instruments) acquired these transducer signals at 1 kHz. The
baseline heart rate before implantation was 83 bpm. Two
pairs of 100 mm actuators were sutured to the ventricles with
elasticated bands (according to the arrangement shown in
Fig. 1). To simulate HF we used the drug Esmolol, a shortacting, cardioselective beta blocker which reduces heart rate
and contractility. After a steady HF baseline was achieved
(heart rate of 72 bpm), we actuated the soft robotic implant at
systolic actuation periods of 25%, 30%, 35%, and 40% of the
cardiac cycle. The LV pressure signal was used to trigger the
robotic implant to contract at the beginning of systole. The
heart was allowed to return to the HF baseline levels in between each actuation period. The three elastic coupling bands
on each actuator were then removed so that the device was
uncoupled from the ventricles.
The robotic implant was then re-actuated at the same
timing conditions to allow comparison between the coupled and uncoupled conditions. A linear mixed model
statistical analysis was performed to assess significance in
comparing multiple variables. The analysis considers repeated measures of aortic flow, pulmonary flow, and end
diastolic pressure (15 consecutive cycles). The independent
categorical variables were mechanical coupling (bands, no
bands) and systolic time period (25%, 30%, 35%, 40%). Data
were checked for normality using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test. Figure 4 shows the implanted device in systole and diastole, with and without the coupling bands. Figure 5 shows
the flow rates and LV pressure for a representative cardiac
cycle at each condition tested. Figure 6 shows bar plots of the
multiple repeated measures for aortic flow, pulmonary flow,
and end diastolic pressure under the tested conditions.
Hypothesis 1: Mechanical coupling between actuator
and heart improves cardiac output

The experimental results demonstrate that under every
timing condition tested, coupling of the actuators to the
ventricle significantly improved aortic and pulmonary output
( p < 0.001 for all cases, Fig. 6). Coupling bands augmented
aortic flow rate by up to a factor of 2 (Fig. 6A) and the
individual aortic ejection volumes per cycle were equivalent
to the healthy baseline (mean of 28 mL per ejection).
There are several contributing factors that explain this
general trend of improved performance with coupling bands.
First, when the device is not coupled to the heart, there is a
dead space between the actuators and ventricle (as shown in
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FIG. 4. Images from the in vivo study: (A)
LV and soft robotic device with coupling
bands in systole, (B) LV and soft actuators
with coupling bands in diastole, (C) close-up
of a soft actuator and coupling band in diastole, and (D) close-up of a soft actuator
with coupling band released and arrow indicating dead zone. Color images available
online at www.liebertpub.com/soro

FIG. 5. Plots showing (A) aortic flow rate, (B) pulmonary flow rate, and (C) LV pressure under different systolic actuation
timing and mechanical coupling conditions, showing single representative cardiac cycles. Color images available online at
www.liebertpub.com/soro
6
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FIG. 6. Bar plots showing (A) aortic flow,
(B) pulmonary flow, and (C) end diastolic
pressure. ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01. Error bars
are standard deviations. N.S., not significant. Color images available online at www
.liebertpub.com/soro

Fig. 4) which reduces the extent of contraction and recoil that
can be transmitted to the heart. Second, in the uncoupled
condition, the dead space introduces a time delay before the
contracting actuator makes contact with the ventricle in
systole, causing an interference with actuator-ventricle synchronization. Third, coupling also constrains the actuators to
apply normal forces on to the ventricle and prevents tangential slippage over the ventricle surface.
Hypothesis 2: A longer systolic actuation period
improves cardiac function with coupling

The mean aortic and pulmonary flow rates both positively
correlate with longer systolic actuation time conditions when
the soft robotic device is coupled to the heart. Without coupling, increasing the systolic time period beyond 30% of the
cardiac cycle does not yield significant augmentation for either
aortic or pulmonary flow rate (Fig. 6). When coupled, a systolic
period of 40% was demonstrated to provide the greatest aortic

flow rate (2 L/min); this same condition also yielded the
greatest pulmonary flow rate (1.8 L/min).
All conditions of device actuation led to a statistically
significant increase in cardiac output relative to the HF
baseline levels for aortic flow and pulmonary flow ( p < 0.001
for all cases, Fig. 6). The effect of coupling is most prominent
at the 40% actuation period compared to other times. At this
longer actuation period, the actuators relax after the heart
has entered the diastolic phase and assist with relaxation.
At shorter actuation periods, the device recoils before the
heart has completed systole and impedes the native contraction, causing lower cardiac output. Furthermore, mechanical coupling may also be more effective at the longer
actuation because the time for refilling is reduced.
An encouraging observation was a significant reduction in
end diastolic pressure with device operation from HF baseline ( p < 0.001 for 30–40% systolic period, with coupling
bands, Fig. 6C). These results implied improved refilling
function of the heart during diastole. A greater drop in end

8
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diastolic pressure at longer systolic actuation times was observed, which is likely due to improved synchronization. At
faster heart rates, the effect of the coupling bands may become more prominent when the diastolic phase is shortened
and faster recoil is required.
Hypothesis 3: Effect of contraction rate
on cardiac output

A second experiment was performed to study the effect of
actuator contraction rate. A new HF baseline was established,
the heart rate was 73 bpm. The device was actuated using the
LV pressure triggering method with a fixed systolic time
period of 40% of the cardiac cycle, and the device was coupled to the heart throughout. Using the proposed three-state
valve system, we actuated at three different contraction rates:
the fastest and slowest contraction response times that our
control system could achieve (120 and 180 ms, respectively)
and a moderate response time (150 ms), according to the
control methodologies outlined in the actuator response
time characterization study.
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s
post hoc test was used to determine significance (p < 0.05)
between these conditions. Data were checked for normality
using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Analyses were based on
15 consecutive cycles of aortic flow rate, pulmonary flow

FIG. 7. Plots showing (A) aortic flow rate, (B) pulmonary
flow rate, and (C) LV pressure under different contraction
rate conditions (unloaded response times of 120, 150, and
180 ms), showing single representative cardiac cycles. Color
images available online at www.liebertpub.com/soro
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rate, and systolic pressure. Figure 7 shows example of cardiac
cycles under the different conditions. Figure 8 presents bar
plots that show average flow rates for aortic and pulmonary
flow under the different contraction rate conditions.
The slowest actuator contraction rate significantly augmented aortic and pulmonary flow compared to the faster
rates of contraction ( p < 0.001 in all cases, Fig. 8). The
systolic LV pressure was also significantly increased at
the slowest contraction rate compared to the faster rates
( p < 0.001 in all cases Fig. 8C). It is possible that the rapid
contraction disrupts the isovolumetric contraction phase of
the cardiac cycle, causing premature ventricular ejection and
a loss of pressure for the remainder of the cycle. In Figure 7,
double peaks can be observed in the LV pressure and aortic
flow profiles which is caused by the actuator contracting

FIG. 8. Bar plots showing (A) aortic flow, (B) pulmonary
flow, and (C) systolic pressure for the different rates of soft
actuator contraction (unloaded response times of 120, 150,
and 180 ms). ***p < 0.001; *p < 0.05; N.S., not significant.
Error bars are standard deviations. Color images available
online at www.liebertpub.com/soro
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faster than the heart muscles. These experiments demonstrate
that systolic synchronization between actuator contraction
rate and native heart contraction rate is an important design
criterion for DCC devices.

9

use of tough hydrogels15,34,35 may facilitate coupling and
friction reduction between actuator and ventricle. Mesh-like
devices such as the CorCap (Acorn Cardiovascular, Inc.)36
may also prove effective for generating a biological interface
between the soft actuators and heart surface.
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Conclusions and Future Work

This work has demonstrated a series of advancements in
the application of soft robotics to cardiac assisting devices.
We proposed a soft robotic device design with: (1) recoiling
ability to refill the heart; (2) a method of device adhesion to
the ventricles to enable diastolic assistance; (3) a control
system based on real-time hemodynamics for synchronization with the native heart; (4) configurable actuators that can
be formed in situ to fit the ventricle; and (5) a control system
that allows different rates of actuator contraction to optimize
system performance.
The in vivo results highlight some important trends. Mechanical coupling between the actuators and native heart
showed a consistently significant augmentation on cardiac
output. The importance of accurate temporal synchronization
between external cardiac compression devices and the native
heart was also evident in these studies. Actuation of the device when coupled to the heart at a longer systolic time
produced greater cardiac output and a significant reduction in
end diastolic pressure. The rate of actuator contraction in
systole also significantly affected the cardiac output.
The results presented in this work open many possibilities
for further optimization of soft robotic DCC devices. Further
work is needed to determine the optimum contraction rate
profile for soft actuator-based DCC devices. Additional
in vivo studies are needed to fully quantify the influence of the
effect of the elastic sleeve on actuator recoiling function, as
well as the coupling stiffness between actuator and heart. The
actuators themselves can be mechanically tuned to have an
inherent temporal response and electro-pneumatic control
strategies will enable arbitrary actuator contraction characteristics. Emerging soft robotic sensing and control technologies1 will also enable improved designs for cardiac
applications. New actuator designs with improved reliability
will be another significant consideration for future soft robotic implants.32
For practical deployment, it will also be important to
characterize the contraction and relaxation response with
clinically relevant working fluids such as helium. While
further efforts are required to miniaturize the control system
so that it can be worn around the waist of the patient, there is
precedent for pneumatic-powered cardiac devices such as the
FDA-approved SynCardia total artificial heart.33 Despite
this, alternative actuation modalities may enable smaller,
more efficient control units to achieve similar cardiac augmentation for future extracardiac VAD designs. Future work
will explore different actuation strategies for the left and right
ventricles to independently optimize performance for both
sides of the heart. Our previous DCC device utilized both
circumferential and helically oriented actuators to achieve
ejection15; mechanical coupling of these additional actuators
in such a design may also further augment diastolic refilling.
Robot-tissue adhesion is another remaining challenge for
soft robotic implants as less invasive alternatives to suturing
will reduce trauma to the tissue surface and provide a more
intimate coupling to the biological tissue. For example, the
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